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A numerical model of a new point-absorber wave energy converter (WEC) technol-

ogy was designed for simulation purposes using Python. The governing equations
were defined to take into account the relevant forces on the buoy in an ideal wave en-
vironment as well as any opposing forces due to damping, the power take-off (PTO)
mechanism, and alternator. These equations of motion were solved using a high-order
iterative process to study the linear kinematics of the buoy, the behavior of the PTO, and
the associated power output in an ideal ocean wave environment. Themodel allows for
the adjustment of relevant parameters to explore the behavior of the WEC and optimize
system efficiency depending on the wave conditions. The numerical model was de-
signed to run single simulations for a specified time interval; however, an optimization
routine was implemented to optimize the mechanical parameters that greatly affect
power output. The optimization portion of the model was implemented to study the
response of the virtual WEC to a variety of input conditions pertaining to the buoy,
PTO, and wave dynamics. This paper explains the development of the prototype
WEC and the associated numerical model, in addition to evaluating the response of
theWEC to a variety of input conditions. The output of the numericalmodel is discussed
for the associated wave field used for simulation purposes. The design and implemen-
tation of the numerical model provides insight into changes in design components to
maximize system power output and efficiency. The results of the numerical model and
examples of data output for specific input conditions are investigated.
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energy sources is both long and ardu-
ous. Approximately 80% of the energy
Introduction
Energy consumption is a challeng-
ing problem in today’s world. The
finite availability of fossil fuels is be-
coming a growing concern, in addition
to potential contributions to the green-
house effect. For these reasons, alternative
energy research is gaining attention;
however, there are major cost issues
associated with renewables as com-
pared to fossil fuel energy production
(Callaghan & Boud, 2006).

The quest towards a future that has
very little dependence on non-polluting

used today is from fossil fuels, and the
World Energy Council anticipates a
projected energy increase of 1.6% per
year up to 2030 (Cruz, 2008). One of
the largest energy debates worldwide is
whether or not oil production has peaked
as the global energy demand continues
to increase (Sorensen, 2004).

Over the past several decades, renew-
able energy research in the United States
has primarily focused on technol-
ogy associated with the harvesting of
solar, wind, biomass, and geothermal
energies (Thorpe, 1998, 1999). There
is no doubt that the research done in
these fields is efficient and promising,
but the best and most successful energy
policy must take into account a wide
range of renewable energy sources
(Drew et al., 2009). Increasing the
range of energy sources that can be har-
vested will ultimately provide more
renewable sources to reduce base load
operations from fossil fuel-based
power plants. For this reason, ocean
wave energy is gaining increased atten-
tion from governments, corporations,
engineers, and scientists due to the sig-
nificant amount of energy available in
ocean waves (Falnes, 2007). It is esti-
mated that 2 TW of energy, the equiv-
alent of twice the world’s electricity
production, could be harvested from
the world’s oceans (Cruz, 2008).
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Many researchers and engineers are
continuing to develop new and excit-
ing technology to harvest the energy
stored in the ocean (Pelc & Fujita,
2002). In order for wave energy to be-
come an economically viable energy
source, technology advancements capa-
ble of reducing capital costs and pay-
back period for these devices must be
achieved (Clement et al., 2002).

A significant body of research has
been performed on wave energy con-
version technologies over the last sev-
eral decades. Here, we focus on select,
recent projects relevant to point ab-
sorber technologies and our device de-
sign. Engstrom (2011) describes recent
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and ongoing efforts to develop a sys-
tem of point-absorber wave energy
converters (WECs), recently tested
off the west coast of Sweden, capable
of producing a nominal power output
of 10 kW. The point absorber systems
evaluated were designed as a two-body
system consisting of a cylindrical sur-
face buoy coupled to a submerged
body. The submerged body was then
connected to a linear generator, which
was moored to the ocean bottom.
Engstrom (2011) also describes a de-
tailed numerical model to simulate the
response of theseWECs in ocean condi-
tions, which is in good agreement with
their ocean test results. Agamloh et al.
(2007) describe a new point-absorber
technology utilizing a contactless force
transmission system incorporating a
magnetic coupling system similar in
some respects to the coupling system de-
signed for the WEC in this manuscript,
as described in the World Intellectual
PropertyOrganization’s (WIPO) Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) application
PCT/US13/42597 (to be published
on December 2013). The design of
Agamloh et al. (2007) utilized a rotary
direct-drive system that was constructed
specifically to operate with a buoy di-
rectly coupled to a ball screw used as
the power take-off (PTO) mechanism,
which was allowed to spin only in one
direction (during the upstroke of the
buoy). During prototype testing, their
WEC device was capable of produc-
ing close to 70 W of maximum power
output (Agamloh et al., 2008). Ocean
Power Technologies (OPT, 2010) has
developed a deep-ocean point absorbing
technology known as the PowerBuoy,
which has been deployed in many test-
ing locations since 2000. Various con-
figurations of theOPT technology have
utilized linear generators, hydraulic
fluid, and most recently, a rack-and-
pinion design.
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Although there are many emerging
technologies that are designed for ocean
wave energy generation, the field is still
in its infant stages. There are many
challenges associated with designing for
the ocean environment. Among these
difficulties, designing for brutal marine
environmental conditions, which in-
clude extreme forces, corrosion, and
biofouling, is of primary concern. Lon-
gevity of these devices is an important
feature, and yet, it is also desirable to
design them for operation with mini-
mal maintenance. One drawback to
utility-scale generation is that the re-
search and development timetable is
long, and it may be a decade or more
before viable offshore WECs will be
routinely producing power for the elec-
trical grid (Henderson, 2006). Our de-
vice proposes a new approach focused
on the nearshore environment, where
the research and development time-
table can be realistically reduced to
years instead of decades. The technol-
ogy discussed here is designed to take
advantage of structures close to shore,
such as docks, marinas, and piers, to
generate smaller amounts of electricity,
on the range of 1 kW.Our device is also
scalable, in that, once nearshore deploy-
ments are successful, utility-scale proj-
ects can be achievable with further
development to meet the needs of the
demanding offshore environment.
The Nearshore Wave
Energy Project

The nearshore point absorber
(NSPA) WEC technology was devel-
oped in part by a team of undergradu-
ate mechanical and electrical engineers
as part of their capstone senior design
project. The project goal was to design
a working prototype, which generates
electricity fromoceanwaves. This proto-
type was part of a larger vision, in
al
which wave attenuation systems could
utilize wave energy technology to gen-
erate electricity in addition to dissipat-
ing and/or reflecting the wave energy.
These students were responsible for
building the initial first-generation
prototype. Dry testing of the device
in the laboratory demonstrated the ca-
pability of our prototype to generate
electricity with a maximum power
generation on the order of 100 W.
The first-generation prototype has
provided a proof of concept for a linear
to rotary motion electricity generation
method. There are many design chal-
lenges that were taken into account.
These included a rugged mounting
system, a water-tight protective hous-
ing for the PTOmechanism, and envi-
ronmentally benign components.

Device Description
The device utilizes a cylindrical

buoy as the primary means of captur-
ing the heaving motion of the waves.
The PTO converts the linear motion
of the buoy into rotational motion. A
high-efficiency ball screw is used as the
PTO mechanism because it is capable
of producing high torque output with
minimal friction losses, which can then
be harvested with an alternator. The
alternator used in the first-generation
prototype is a WindBLU Power three-
phase permanent magnet alternator
(PMA), which converts the rotational
motion of the ball screw into electric-
ity. This alternator, based on its perfor-
mance specifications, yields relatively
high power output (100–200 W) at
an RPM range of 400–600. Protecting
the vital mechanical/electrical compo-
nents of the PTOmechanism from the
brutal marine environment is a priority
of the device design. Since the buoy is
connected to the PTO with a series
of magnets, the PTOmechanism is ca-
pable of operating safely in a tightly



sealed PVC tube isolated from the
ocean environment.

Our goal for the nearshore market
is to develop a basicWEC on the order
of $1,000, with amean output of up to
1 kW of power. These devices will take
advantage of fixed infrastructure (piers,
docks, breakwaters, etc. in the nearshore
zone, or fixed/floating oil or wind plat-
forms offshore) to reduce costs by elim-
inating the need for separate moorings
or support infrastructure. The first proto-
type is intended as a proof of concept
and contains many components that
can be optimized and will be considered
in the numerical model discussed later.
The fully assembled design of the first-
generation prototype can be seen in
Figure 1.

Through dry testing of the device
and the use of powermonitoring equip-
ment and software, we were able to
obtain a maximum power output of
150 W in the laboratory through
manual lifting of the buoy. There are
many components of the NSPA
WEC design that make it an ideal sys-
tem for nearshore applications, and
these components are subject to fur-
ther investigation through testing and
numerical simulation. The remainder
of this manuscript will show the math-
ematical model used in the simulation,
explore the numerical model, discuss
results and optimization, and report
conclusions.
Mathematical Formulation
and Relevant Equations

Numerical models are a valuable
tool for understanding how the ocean
environment will impact the mechan-
ical and electrical components of a
WEC (Ivanova et al., 2005). Access to
this kind of information is extremely
important in order to design for specific
environmental conditions. The purpose
of this section is to introduce the math-
ematical framework used to describe
wave motion and account for any phys-
ics, which will affect theWEC in a wave
environment. Simplified linear wave
equations that represent the input of
ocean waves are used for the numerical
model. The expression for surface wave
elevation, ηω for a particular wave fre-
quency, can be expressed as follows:

ηω x; tð Þ ¼ H
2
sin kx � ω tð Þ; ð1Þ

where H is the wave height, k is the
wave number, and ω is the angular
wave frequency. This expression for
the surface height of the ocean waves
is important because it creates the
buoyancy force used to drive the sys-
tem. The energy associated with the
heaving motion of the buoy is the en-
ergy of interest for extraction.

The dispersion relationship is a
basic equation that relates the wave
speed, wavelength, and water depth.
This equation also is an expression
for the relationship between frequency
and wave number as well as between
period and wavelength. This equa-
tion can be useful for determining
the wavelength when the water depth
and wave period are known. The dis-
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persion relation can be written as fol-
lows (Kundu & Cohen, 2008):

ω2 ¼ kg tanh khð Þ; ð2Þ

where g is the gravitational constant,
h is the water depth, and ω is the wave
frequency.

Relevant equations that represent
the dynamics of the NSPA WEC sys-
tem are also developed, which include
buoy, ball screw, and alternator speci-
fications. The goal of this manuscript
is to outline the modeling approach
used for the NSPA WEC device,
which will be used to define the opti-
mal mechanical configuration of the
device.
NSPA WEC Theory
To properly build a mathematical

model of the NSPA WEC, all relevant
forces must be considered that pertain
to the operating wave environment
and the physics of the WEC system.
The important dynamics of the WEC
system, which will be introduced in
this section, consist of three compo-
nents that affect how the machine
will operate. These components are
the buoy, the PTO, and the three-
phase alternator. The system operates
as follows: the heaving motion of the
buoy, which is magnetically coupled
to a ball nut, transfers energy into the
PTO, which is then translated into
rotational motion. This rotational
motion is then used to drive the pri-
mary rotor inside the alternator, which
produces electric power output.
Mechanical Components
To model the NSPA, it is impor-

tant to take into account the forces ac-
tive on the system and any damping
effects. The forces acting on the buoy
can be seen in Figure 2. These forces
FIGURE 1

(a) SolidWorks drawing and first conceptuali-
zation of the NSPAWEC. (b) The first-generation
prototype of the NSPA WEC.
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account for any damping effects re-
lated to the ball screw and alternator,
the buoyancy force, and the inertial
forces from the screw and alternator.

First, consider the buoyant force
acting on the buoy when an idealized
wave passes. This force is important
because it is the driving force of the sys-
tem. The buoyant force is defined as
follows:

Fbouyancy ¼ ΔρAbgΔz ð3Þ

where Δρ is the difference between the
density of the fluid and the density of
the float, Ab is the cross-sectional area
of the buoy in the x−y plane, and Δz is
the amount of the buoy that is sub-
merged. Δz is expressed as η(x, t) − z(t),
where η(x, t) is the surface wave height,
and z is the buoy position. As the sur-
face height of the waves changes, the
submerged buoy volume changes,
which drives the system.

Next, consider forces pertaining to
the ball screw. Since the ball screw is
converting linear motion into rotary
motion, the screw will have a moment
of inertia, a constant brake that op-
poses the motion, and torque losses
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associated with it. We can express the
forces on the ball screw as follows:

Fscrew ¼ 2π
l

Ksω þ Tos þ Isαð Þ: ð4Þ

where l is the lead of the ball screw in
m/rad,Ks is the breaking coefficient as-
sociated with the ball screw, Tos is the
torque losses from the screw, Is is the
moment of inertia of the screw, and
w and α are the angular velocity and
acceleration, respectively.

The third component of the equa-
tion of motion is related to the inertial
generator forces. Since the ball screw is
directly coupled to the generator, the
rotational motion of the screw is used
to drive the alternator. Because the al-
ternator is also spinning, there will be a
moment of inertia and a back torque,
which opposes the forward driving of
the system. The forces from the gener-
ator can be expressed as follows:

Fgenerator ¼ 2π
l

Kgω þ Tog þ Igα
� �

: ð5Þ

where Kg is the breaking coefficient
associated with the generator, Tog is
the torque losses from the generator,
and Ig is the moment of inertia of the
generator.

The last of the forces, which is im-
portant to consider, are the damping
forces. The damping forces scale with
linear velocity terms, and the main
coefficients to consider are associated
with hydrodynamic and generator ef-
fects. The damping force is as follows:

Fdamping ¼ Cż; ð6Þ

where C = Chd + Cgen is the damping
coefficient associated with this system
and is made up of hydrodynamic and
generator components. The hydro-
dynamic damping portion of the damp-
al
ing term is concerned with how much
of the buoy is submerged and can be
shown as follows:

Chd ¼ π2ρg2A
_
2D

8ω3
n

; ð7Þ

where A is the ratio between the wave
position and the buoy’s position, D is
the buoy diameter, andωn is the natu-
ral frequency of the buoy in heave
(McCormick, 2010). The natural fre-
quency of the buoy is defined as ωn =ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρAbg=m

p
, where m is the buoy mass

and Ab is the cross-sectional area of the
buoy in the x−y plane.

The generator damping term is as-
sociated with the resistance in the cir-
cuit, the velocity of the buoy, and how
much power is generated. This damp-
ing term changes as the speed of the
buoy increases, and the stator coils in-
side the alternator become fully excited.
This effectively limits the speed of the
buoy as the power reaches themaximum
load. The coefficient can be expressed
as follows (Eriksson, 2007):

Cgcn ¼ 1
R

V
ż

� �2

where R is the load resistance, V is the
voltage produced, and ż is the velocity
of the buoy.

When looking at this system, the
effects from the screw, generator, and
damping terms all oppose the driving
buoyancy force acting on the buoy. Be-
cause the ball screw is highly efficient,
the breaking coefficient Ks and, there-
fore, the loss torqueTos associated with
the screw are negligible, as compared
to the breaking coefficient and loss
torque associated with the alternator.
The force balance can now be ex-
pressed for the system as follows:

Fbouyancy�Fdamping �Fscrew�Fgenerator ¼mż̇

ð8Þ
FIGURE 2

Diagram of the forces on the NSPA WEC dur-
ing operation in a wave environment.



wherem is the mass of the buoy and ż̇ is the vertical acceleration of the buoy. Note
that added mass associated with the buoy motion is not expected to be significant,
as buoy accelerations are generally small, and at least when optimized, there is neg-
ligible relative motion between the buoy and the surrounding fluid. The numer-
ical model utilizes linear wave theory, which requires inviscid fluid flow around the
buoy. Added mass is directly related to the acceleration of the fluid due to viscous
effects and is therefore of the second order and may be neglected. Substituting in
for these terms, an equation of motion for the system is obtained, which can be
solved through an iterative process, as follows:

ż̇ ¼ 1
1þ A5ð Þ ⋅ A1 η � zð Þ � A2 þ A3ð Þż � A4f g: ð9Þ

where A1 =
ρAg
m , A2 = C

m, A3 =
2πð Þ2Kg

l2m , A4 = 2π
lm Tog, and A5 =

2πð Þ2I
l2m .

Equation 9 is the defined differential equation and equation of motion that can
be used to step through time, given the initial buoy position and velocity using a
high-resolution iterative process. Once the linear kinematic information is ob-
tained, dynamics of the specific components in the system such as the ball
screw and alternator effects can be studied further. Rotational information can
easily be collected, and the ball screw operating frequency can be used to calculate
power output. The equations, which are important for obtaining power output,
will be introduced in the next section.
Electrical Components
When considering an alternator, there are many important characteristics that

must be taken into account. Some of these parameters are rotor dimension, mag-
netic field strength, number of stator coils, the amount of wire turns in these coils,
and the air gap between the rotor and stator (Bostrom, 2011, 27-28).

The electromagnetic behavior of the generator can be studied using a field
model. Electromagnetic field theory describes the complex phenomena related be-
tween electrical and magnetic effects. The fundamental laws of electromagnetism
can be represented usingMaxwell’s equations, and the primary equation utilized is
as follows (Griffiths, 1999):

∇×E ¼ � ∂B
∂t

; ð10Þ

where E is the electric field and B is the magnetic flux density. This equation is a
mathematical description of Faraday’s Law, which states that, when the magnetic
flux changes, there is an electromotive force that induces a voltage in a closed cir-
cuit loop. This theory, when applied to alternators, brings rise to multiple in-
stances of closed loop circuits consisting of N amount of turns to create stator
coils. The rotor is the primarymovingmechanism inside an alternator, which con-
sists of strong magnetic field elements that spin to create a changing magnetic flux
through the stator coils. The induced voltage, or electromotive force (EMF),
which is related to how the magnetic flux changes through the coils, is expressed
as follows (Griffiths, 1999):

EMF ¼ �N ⋅
dΦ
dt

; ð11Þ
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where Φ is the magnetic flux and N is
the number of wire loops in the stator
coil. The primary mover, in this case,
the ball screw, is the input mechanism
that will be used to move the rotor and
charge the stator coils to produce a
voltage.

For a three-phase AC alternator,
substituting for the magnetic flux Φ,
the total RMS power can be obtained
with the following expression (Simoes
& Farret, 2004):

Prms ¼ NBAω rð Þ2
2R

ffiffiffi
2

p : ð12Þ

The relevant equations, which de-
scribe the NSPAWEC, have been pre-
sented and are utilized in the model
simulations. In regards to these equa-
tions, the alternator model is intended
to account for a resistive load only.
This is to simplify the model and
force the electrical system to enable
the immediate reaching of the maxi-
mum current for a given electrical re-
sistance. These equations can then be
utilized with the intention of numeri-
cal model development for the dynam-
ics of theWEC system. This numerical
model will ultimately permit the study
of the effects of the relevant buoy,
PTO, and alternator parameters for
system optimization.
The NSPA WEC
Numerical Model

A fourth-order Runge–Kutta or-
dinary differential equation solver
(Press, 2007) was utilized for the itera-
tive process of stepping the equation
of motion through time and solving
for variables of interest. In addition
to solving single cases of the WEC in
operation, an optimization method
was also developed. The optimization
method was designed to aid in finding
st 2013 Volume 47 Number 4 155



the most efficient mechanical design
configuration for specified wave input
conditions.

Model Structure
Before presenting the full working

numerical model, it is important to un-
derstand how the individual pieces are
assembled for solving the equation of
motion. The model has many compo-
nents designed to handle separate tasks.
The main component of the numerical
model is the single case solver, which
can be used to optimize the mechanical
configuration of the device. The single
case solver is designed to run one in-
stance of the simulation and report on
the performance of the WEC for the
specified input conditions and system
configuration. The single case solver is
run for multiple simulations to output
data, which can be analyzed to obtain
the optimized configuration for the
WEC in the model.

The single case solver reports on the
performance for one specific simula-
tion. The single case solver can be uti-
lized for optimization purposes as well.
Optimizing the components of the
WEC requires running multiple in-
stances of the single case solver for the
variables the user is interested in to
observe how the system performs for
chosen specified design inputs. The
optimization section of the code is de-
signed to determine the average power
output for the specified variables of in-
terest. For example, the optimization
method can be used to determine the
range of values for the buoy radius
and screw lead, which give the best
power output for a given sea state.

The Single Case Solver
The input section of this code is de-

signed to preset all of the conditions
for the calculations portion, including
buoy variables, initial position, time-
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related variables, ball screw specifica-
tions, and alternator parameters. The
calculations section of the model is de-
signed to take the input conditions and
perform calculations to set up coeffi-
cients and other important variables
crucial to the solver portion of the
model, including functions related to
the inertial components of the PTO
and alternator, buoy dimensions, coef-
ficients for the equation of motion,
and velocity-independent damping
coefficients related to the alternator.
These variables are determined before
the iterative processes associated with
solving the equation of motion.

The wave field section of the model
is designed to set up the wave condi-
tions the user wishes to force on the
virtual WEC. This portion of the
model allows the user to designate
the period, depth, and amplitude of
the wave. The simulation then pro-
ceeds to calculate relevant variables
such as the wave frequency and wave
length. The model uses a secant solver
method to solve the dispersion equa-
tion. The secant method of solving
the two equations uses an iterative pro-
cess to calculate the intersection be-
tween two functions.

The core of the model is the calcu-
lations performed at each time step
during the iterative process. The rele-
vant parameters, which are affected
by time-varying properties, include
the kinematics of the buoy and ball
screw and power-related calculations.

Another important part of the cal-
culations that happens with each itera-
tion is the amount of damping present
in the system. The linear damping
term is a function of both the hydro-
dynamic and alternator damping terms.
The hydrodynamic term depends on
how much of the buoy is submerged
into the water as the wave passes.
The alternator damping term depends
al
on the resistive load (set as a constant
for our simulations), the velocity of the
buoy, and the current power output at
the associated time step. There are
challenges related to keeping the
damping term stable when the buoy
velocity goes to zero. When the buoy
is not moving, the damping term has
a tendency to exhibit discontinuities
over the run time. To avoid this nu-
merical error, a threshold was imple-
mented so that, when the velocity is
less than 0.001 m/s, the generator
damping coefficient is effectively zero.

The buoyancy force is calculated by
dividing the buoy into individual hor-
izontal length elements, dx, which are
perpendicular to the passing wave
crests, and by calculating the buoyancy
force for every segment. These values
are then summed up for the span of
the buoy to determine the total buoy-
ancy force. This is important, particu-
larly for buoy radii on the order of the
wavelength, where variations in buoy-
ant forces across the buoy cannot be
well represented by buoyant forces at
the center of the buoy. The code ac-
counts for 100 total buoyancy calcula-
tions, which include each individual
buoy element along the horizontal.

The equation of motion is calcu-
lated using the previously determined
coefficients and the initial conditions
of the buoy. The calculation returns
the next position of the buoy, which
is then reiterated through the equation
of motion. This process is performed
for the designated run time defined
in the input section of the model.
The final set of calculations performed
is related to the power output of the
system. The power calculations imple-
ment the equations defined in the pre-
vious chapter, which define how an
alternator delivers power as a function
of mechanical input. The load circuit
designed for this WEC system is a



constant resistive load. For each itera-
tion, the RMS power is stored in an
array for processing.

The last step before the data export
is for all of the information to be pro-
cessed and stored using the solver sec-
tion of the code. The solver is designed
to use all of the information calculated
and utilize the equation of motion to
produce all relevant data pertaining
to the virtual WEC.
Numerical Model
Simulations and Results

The optimization process runs
multiple simulations for the variables
of interest, records the RMS power
for each configuration, and stores
these values for plotting or data export.
The process can be utilized multiple
times to zone in on precise model para-
meters for a given wave field. In the ex-
amples discussed below, the wave
period was held constant for the opti-
mization process, which focused on
changes to the buoy radius and ball
screw lead. For these simulations, the
alternator parameters are also held con-
stant and designed to match the alter-
nator used in the first-generation
prototype. This section will report on
the results for wave amplitudes of a =
0.125, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 m, respec-
tively. These values were chosen to re-
flect wave amplitude values that are
typically seen near the shore, as deter-
mined from wave data collected from
the Clarks Cove test site located at
the School for Marine Science in
New Bedford, MA. The wave period
associated with each amplitude was de-
fined as T = 1 s, and the water depth
was 10 m. The simulation responses
for the wave period ofT = 1 s were cho-
sen because they showed the widest re-
sponse range for the buoy radius and
screw lead values at the specified
wave amplitudes. The efficiency of the
device was calculated using the ratio of
the average power generated by the de-
vice to the wave energy flux per buoy
diameter. Thewave energyflux is calcu-
lated using the following equation
(McCormick, 2010):

J
_ ¼ c ⋅ E

_

total ¼ 1
2
ρga2

1
2

1þ Gð Þ
� �

⋅c;

ð13Þ

where G = 2kh
sinh 2khð Þ, c is the wave speed,

ρ is the density of seawater, and J is
the wave energy flux per unit length
of wave crest.
Optimizing Mechanical
Components

Preliminary analysis with the single
case solver indicated that buoy radius
and screw lead were the parameters of
highest priority for the optimization
simulation. Thus, the objective was
to determine optimal power output
for a buoy radius range of 0.4–4.0 m
and ball screw leads in the range of
0.01–0.1 m/rad. The optimization
simulation was run for these buoy
radii and screw leads for the specified
wave amplitudes and a variety of wave
periods, T. Here, we focus on the re-
sults for T = 1 s, which exhibited the
widest dynamic range for the chosen
wave amplitudes.

Figure 3 shows the effect of varying
the buoy radius and the screw lead on
power output and efficiency. The col-
umn on the left represents the average
power output (W), while the column
on the right represents the efficiency.
Each row corresponds to the wave
field, with the amplitude increasing
down the rows. The color scale for
the power output as well as the effi-
ciency is equivalent for all of the plots
in Figure 3. For all screw leads, the
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average power output does not reach
high power outputs until the radius is
large (>2.5 m). Since the buoyancy
force scales with the buoy radius, it fol-
lows that the small leads (<0.03m/rad)
would not see considerable power out-
put until the buoy radius was large
enough for the buoyancy force to over-
come resistive forces and drive the sys-
tem. According to the data presented
in Figure 3, the most efficient configu-
ration for this wave field is for buoy
radii near 3.5 m and for ball screw
leads close to 0.03 m/rad. However,
if the ball screw were to be constructed
with lead values near 0.02 or 0.04m/rad,
there is a considerable decrease in power
output for the specified wave field for
buoy radii values close to 3.5 m.

The average power output is shown
in the left column of Figure 3 for vary-
ing wave amplitudes at T = 1 s. For
amplitudes a = 0.125 and 0.25 m,
the power output is low (<2 kW) com-
pared to the other higher wave ampli-
tudes. The highest average power
output values occur for all wave ampli-
tude cases at ball screw leads close to
0.03 m/rad and a buoy radius near
3.5 m. By increasing the wave ampli-
tude to a = 0.5 m, there will be a sig-
nificant increase in the average power
output of about 5 kW. This increase
can be attributed to the high amount
of buoyancy force at the optimal
buoy radii and ball screw lead as well
as a greater amount of instantaneous
change in the buoyancy force com-
pared to the wave amplitudes of less
than a = 0.5 m. The higher amplitudes
allow the system to overcome the resis-
tive forces greater than the previous
wave amplitudes. The final simulation
for a = 0.75 m shows the maximum
average power output increasing to
8 kW. The average power output plots
reveal that, for increasing wave ampli-
tudes, for buoy radii close to 3.5 m,
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and for ball screw leads near 0.03m/rad,
the power output increases significantly
between cases.

The efficiencies for each simulation
are displayed in the right column of
Figure 3 for the same varying wave am-
plitudes in the left column atT = 1 s. The
efficiency associated with a = 0.125 m
is near 9% for the first simulation. At
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a = 0.25 m, the efficiency remains the
same (∼9%) at buoy radii near 3.5 m,
and ball screw leads close to 0.03 m/rad;
however, the area surrounding this op-
timized range has decreased consider-
ably from the case of a = 0.125 m.
By increasing the wave amplitude to
a = 0.5 m, the increase in buoyancy
force yields a higher power output
al
than the previous amplitudes; how-
ever, the maximum efficiency for the
optimized buoy radii and ball screw
leads decreased to 6%. Similarly, for
the final wave amplitude of a = 0.75 m,
there is an increase in the power output,
and the efficiency remains at 6% for the
optimized buoy radii and ball screw
leads. Although the maximum effi-
ciency remained the same, the area
around the optimized buoy radii and
ball screw lead values has decreased.
The decrease in efficiency is attributed
to the phase difference between the
buoy and the wave for the cases of
a > 0.25 m. The waves and the buoy
are less in sync than the case of a =
0.125 and 0.25m, allowing less oppor-
tunity for maximized power extrac-
tion. The effective area for the 6%
efficiency of the optimized buoy radii
and ball screw leads has decreased from
the case of a = 0.50 m to the case of a =
0.75 m as well. This decrease in the ef-
fective area is due to the force balance
between the gravitational and buoy-
ancy forces. Finally, the figure shows
that the efficiency of the NSPA WEC
for these wave amplitudes at T = 1 s
peaks at the inputs of a = 0.125 and
0.25 m and decreases for higher wave
amplitudes.

The optimized values determined
for the buoy radii and screw leads ob-
tained through these simulations agree
that the system configuration for the
buoy radius and screw lead should be
constructed for a buoy radius of 3.5 m
and a ball screw lead of 0.03 m/rad for
the given sea state. The extreme size of
the optimized radius of the buoy is a sig-
nificant design concern for a nearshore
application. However, this value range
for the buoy radius is not unexpected.
As stated previously, the alternator
used in the first-generation proto-
type and in this simulation is utilized
for wind turbines. The required high
FIGURE 3

Optimization of buoy radius and screw lead for wave amplitudes of a = 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and
0.75 m, respectively at wave period T = 1 s. Left column: buoy radius and screw lead with average
power output (W). Right column: buoy radius and screw lead with efficiencies (%). (Color versions
of figures are available online at http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/mts/mtsj/2013/00000047/
00000004.)



torque to utilize this alternator can be
attributed to the length of wind tur-
bine blades, which gives evidence to
the model producing high buoy radius
values for the optimal power output.
The required high buoy radius, in ad-
dition to the poor efficiencies, shows
that the alternator variables are severely
limiting the system performance.
These variables, in addition to those
discussed in the Electrical Com-
ponents section, include the torque re-
quired to turn the alternator and the
load applied. These variables will be
addressed in future designs by explor-
ing different alternator configurations.
Optimized System Performance
After the optimization was per-

formed for the wave conditions pre-
sented, the optimized values for the
radius of the buoy and the ball screw
lead were used to assess system perfor-
mance in greater detail and investigate
how the system behaves when the
forces are balanced and efficiencies
are maximized. For comparison pur-
poses, the single case solver was run
using the specifications of the first-
generation prototype. This simulation
response can be seen in Figure 4. Fig-
ure 4A is a position versus time plot
showing the position of the buoy zb,
July/Augu
the water level zw, and how much the
buoy is submerged (dz). Figure 4B is
a plot showing the buoy velocity and
screw rotational speed, and Figure 4C
is a plot showing the forces active
during the simulation where Fb is
the buoyancy force, Frot are the screw/
generator forces, and Fnet is the total
force. The last plot, Figure 4d, shows
the power output, the output EMF,
and the buoy’s position relative to the
EMF output. It is clear from Figure 4
that the system is operating poorly.
The buoy has very little reaction to the
wave field, due to the damping forces
nearly canceling out the buoyancy
FIGURE 4

Simulation with NSPA WEC first-prototype specifications. Rbuoy = 0.5 m and lead = 0.0127 m/rad for T = 1 s and a = 0.25 m. (A) Buoy height (zb),
wave height (zw), and their difference (dz). (B) buoy vertical velocity (w), vertical acceleration (az), angular velocity (o), and angular acceleration (ar).
(C) Buoyant force (Fb), linear damping forces (Flin), and inertial forces (Frot). (D) EMF output and power output.
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forces, as shown in Figure 4C. Since the
rotational output is directly coupled to
the movement of the buoy, the rota-
tional speeds are low, yielding low
power output. After the optimization
determined the values of Rbuoy = 3.5 m
and lead = 0.03 m/rad, the simulation
was performed for the same sea state
for comparison.

The results shown in Figure 5 are
labeled the same as Figure 4 and are
not plotted on the same scale due to
their drastic difference in performance.
Figure 5 reflects the simulations for the
previously determined optimized values
of Rbuoy = 3.5m and lead = 0.03m/rad
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for the a = 0.25 m and T = 1 s sea state.
From the buoy position graph in Fig-
ure 5A, the buoy is able to track the
wave more consistently than in Fig-
ure 4A. The buoy’s amplitude of mo-
tion, zb, and the water surface height,
zw, are now similar wave forms so
that their difference (dz) is minimized.
The full range of motion the buoy
experienced permitted increased rota-
tional speeds in the ball screw and
higher power output, which can be
seen in the RMS Power plot in Fig-
ure 5D. The net force is much higher
in Figure 5C, which allows the system
to drive and create higher power out-
al
put than the results shown in Fig-
ure 4D. The power obtained through
optimization increased to consistent
3500 W of peak RMS power after the
transient effects died off near 1 s. The
results of Figure 5 compared toFigure 4
show that the optimization routine was
successful in obtaining the desired me-
chanical parameters for this system to
use in the defined sea state.
Conclusion and Discussion
The ability to simulate WEC de-

vices in an idealized ocean environ-
ment is a significant advantage for the
FIGURE 5

Simulation with determined optimized variables: Rbuoy = 3.5 m and lead = 0.03 m/rad for T = 1 s and a = 0.25 m. (A) Buoy height (zb), wave height
(zw), and their difference (dz). (B) buoy vertical velocity (w), vertical acceleration (az), angular velocity (o), and angular acceleration (ar). (C) Buoyant
force (Fb), linear damping forces (Flin), and inertial forces (Frot). (D) EMF output and power output.



development of renewable energy de-
vices for the ocean environment. Uti-
lizing a detailed numerical model is
extremely useful, allowing engineers
and scientists to save on development
cost by avoiding the construction of
intermediate prototypes and decrease
deployment time frames through the
rigorous study of new designs before
launch. The NSPA WEC prototype
was utilized to study relevant physics
related to the device and assist in the
design of a numerical model, which
was employed to simulate the device
in ideal ocean conditions. The model
was designed for the intention of im-
proving the original NSPA WEC con-
cept. The model was further improved
through the implementation of opti-
mization methods designed to deter-
mine optimum design specifications
depending on the wave field.

Wave energy converters of all types
remain under development, testing,
and refinement. The NSPA WEC de-
sign incorporates the use of a buoy
linked to a PTO mechanism through
the use of a magnetic coupling system
described in WIPO (PCT) application
PCT/US13/42597 (to be published on
December 2013). The direct move-
ment from the buoy then causes the
rotational motion of the ball screw to
turn an alternator and produce power
output. The first-generation prototype
NSPA WEC constructed at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts Dartmouth
was capable of producing instantaneous
power on the order of 100 W in the
laboratory by lifting and dropping the
buoy. Although this testing procedure
does not necessarily mimic true wave
motion, it provides a simple qualitative
assessment of performance under con-
ditions that may be significantly less
in magnitude than coastal wave forces.

In addition to the development of
the NSPA WEC, a numerical model
was designed and successfully created
in Python for the intention of simulat-
ing the NSPA WEC dynamics in an
ideal ocean environment. Simulations
were performed to show how the opti-
mization routine can drastically im-
prove performance for a given wave
field. The results of the model simula-
tions determined the model sensitivity
to the radius of the buoy and ball screw
lead variables. An optimization routine
was employed to determine the opti-
mal configuration of the buoy radius
and ball screw for a variety of wave am-
plitudes for a given wave period of T =
1 s. The optimization simulations per-
formed on the buoy radius and screw
lead revealed the optimal range of val-
ues, which were used to determine the
specific case used for the optimized sin-
gle test run shown in Figure 4. The re-
sults of the optimized output of the
simulation showed the buoy capable
of tracking the motion of the wave
field with higher accuracy, and the
power output had increased such that
the system operated at 9% efficiency.
The radius of the buoy was calculated
from the optimization routine using
the alternator parameters provided by
the WindBLU three-Phase AC PMA
alternator. The NSPA WEC first-
generation prototype was built with
off-the-shelf parts, and our initial
model analysis used these input values.
It follows that the exceptionally large
buoy radius can be attributed to the
use of wind turbine alternator specifi-
cations, which require large blade
lengths and high torques for operation.

The examples of numerical model
output presented and discussed here
are intended to illustrate the effective-
ness of the modeling technique in
guiding design decisions and in build-
ing intuition about system perfor-
mance. As a realistic design tool, the
model will be used to explore a much
July/Augu
wider range of configurations than re-
ported here, evaluating a number of
different alternator options as well as
variability in other mechanical, elec-
trical, and environmental parameters.
Moving forward, the model will be
used in this mode to identify an ideal
suite of design parameters for provid-
ing acceptable power output and effi-
ciency for parameters within specified
ranges, depending on the target imple-
mentation location. For instance, the
ideal nearshore device may have buoy
radii on the order of 0.5–1.0 m and a
relatively small wave environment,
while a device designed for offshore
use may have a much larger radius
and more energetic waves. It should
also be noted that the model presented
here has been designed explicitly to
model the mechanical components of
the system. Certain elements of wave
modeling, such as wave diffraction
and its feedback to the system, have
not been addressed at this level of de-
sign modeling, which is intended as a
first-order modeling exercise to pro-
vide insight into the appropriate ranges
for design variables under given condi-
tions. Intensive physical testing of proto-
types designed using the modeling
technique described here will be eval-
uated against model results and will
provide feedback to determine higher
levels of sophistication in the modeling
procedure as warranted.
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